Colorado Immigrant Rights Coalition

Dream Act
Arc of Escalation End Feb

Week 3: February 26-March 2 (Standing with our partners/Keeping the Pressure?)
1. Members Of Congress (MOCs) back in DC on the Tuesday the 27th at this point they
may be looking for a way to resolve DACA before the deadline (more political
theater may be happening here)
2. PICO leading with action on Tuesday 27th. This action will be important as it will
bring in the Catholic community (bishops) into the fight. It’s important and powerful
for this action to stand alone, FIRM and national field partners will throw down by
elevating messaging and action. This action will also have a strong Family message
frame but will also call on Dream Act as a way to keep our Families Together.
3. NAKASEC and the AAPI community as well as Undocublack and will also be
mobilizing this week on whatever is happening in DC. FIRM will work to support
NAKASEC’s efforts this week.
4. On the field we should be preparing, recruiting our communities for a mass
mobilization and day of action on Monday, March 5th
Week 4: MARCH 5th “Day of Reckoning: Congress Has Failed Us”
1. If Congress has not acted/provided a solution to DACA by then. On that day we will
want to do a strong throw down in response with a tone that allows our
communities to channel their anger and frustration to the fact that Congress has
failed us.
2. Rally in DC and Across the field- coordinated with national partners
3. Actions across the field/day without immigrants and school walkouts plus a big pivot
to 2018 accountability at the polls.

4. A working group made up of FIRM field communicators plus SEIU, PICO and MFV will
be coming together next week to begin to gather message from the field in order to
align the national field on narrative, messaging and communications plan. The goal
is to have all this ready by the 5th, but to lead from field conversations which
should be happening within FIRM in that first week outlined above.
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